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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to present the reader with a comparative analysis of two judicial tools with similar objectives, under two dissimilar regional integration systems. In order to understand the origin of the differences and similarities of the institute under analysis, we will dive into the cultural, historical, economic and political circumstances, that will ultimately make clear the reasons that explain why the integration outcomes in the Southern Common Market differs from the European one. The final aim is to prove the statement that integration outcomes are highly dependent on
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regional endogenous properties. The concrete institutions under analysis will present the reader with a concrete case, where the different evolution paths, result in judicial tools of different levels of effectiveness in their respective integration processes.
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**Resumen:** El propósito de este artículo es presentar al lector un análisis comparativo de dos herramientas judiciales con objetivos similares, bajo dos sistemas de integración regional disímiles. Para comprender el origen de las diferencias y similitudes del instituto analizado, nos adentraremos en las circunstancias culturales, históricas, económicas y políticas, que en definitiva dejarán claras las razones que explican por qué los resultados de la integración en el Mercado Común del Sur difieren del europeo. El objetivo final es demostrar la afirmación de que los resultados de la integración dependen en gran medida de las propiedades endógenas regionales. Las instituciones concretas bajo análisis presentarán al lector un caso concreto, donde los diferentes caminos de evolución, resultan en herramientas judiciales de diferentes niveles de efectividad en sus respectivos procesos de integración.
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**Resumo:** O objetivo deste artigo é apresentar ao leitor uma análise comparativa de dois instrumentos judiciais com objetivos semelhantes, sob dois sistemas de integração regional diferentes. Para compreender a origem das diferenças e semelhanças do instituto em análise, mergulharemos nas circunstâncias culturais, históricas, económicas e políticas, que acabarão por deixar claras as razões que explicam porque os resultados da integração no Mercado Comum do Sul são diferentes do europeu. O objectivo final é provar a afirmação de que os resultados da integração são altamente dependentes das propriedades endógenas regionais. As instituições concretas em análise apresentarão ao leitor um caso concreto, onde os diferentes caminhos de evolução, resultam em instrumentos judiciais de diferentes níveis de eficácia nos seus respectivos processos de integração.
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Résumé: Le but de cet article est de présenter au lecteur une analyse comparative de deux outils judiciaires ayant des objectifs similaires, dans le cadre de deux systèmes d’intégration régionale différents. Afin de comprendre l’origine des différences et des similitudes de l’institut analysé, nous plongerons dans les circonstances culturelles, historiques, économiques et politiques, qui finiront par clarifier les raisons qui expliquent pourquoi les résultats de l’intégration dans le Marché commun du Sud diffèrent de l’européen. L’objectif final est de prouver l’affirmation selon laquelle les résultats de l’intégration dépendent fortement des propriétés endogènes régionales. Les institutions concrètes analysées présenteront au lecteur un cas concret, où les différentes voies d’évolution aboutissent à des outils judiciaires de différents niveaux d’efficacité dans leurs processus d’intégration respectifs.
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DEFINITIONS
EU: European Union.
ECJ: European Court of Justice.
TPR: Permanent Tribunal of Revision of Mercosur (From its initials in Spanish: Tribunal Permanente de Revisión, and Portuguese: Tribunal Permanente de Revisão).
CMC: Counsel of the Common Market (From its initials in Spanish: Consejo del Mercado Común).
TEU: Treaty of the European Union.
TFEU: Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.

1. INTRODUCTION: THE IMPORTANCE OF A CONFLICT-SOLVING INSTITUTION IN AN INTEGRATION PROCESS

It is well-known, that trade is the activity that generates the most litigation, consequently, for it to perform optimally, traders require a legal framework with clear and predictable rules, and a judicial apparatus they can
trust in case of conflict. Otherwise, in the absence of these conditions, the market in question will be destined to fail. Therefore, it comes as no surprise, that integration processes, require some sort of dispute settlement regime, already since an early stage of their evolutionary paths.

The dispute settlement mechanism has always been contemplated as one of the fundamental ingredients of any integration process. Hence, even the most elementary and earliest integration agreements contain stipulations in this respect.

In any free trade area, innumerable offers, contracts, shipments, payments, receipts, etc., are carried out daily across the borders of the member states of the commercial group. Arbitration and national judicial systems are unable to solve the problems that the commercial activity of the integrated area might generate. This is so, for several reasons:

- community law, unlike domestic or international judicial processes, poses specific problems. The lack of specialization of the courts of the member states, as well as international courts, significantly affects the quality of the communitarian case law. This ends up leading to a fragmented and not unified set of communitarian law;
- the unequal application of these special legislation inevitably lead to differences in the interpretation of the supposedly single common legislation;
- the ruling, becomes dependent on the national system of the country where it was issued, causing inconveniences when the execution of it, must be carried out in a different State;
- there is a risk that the judge or arbitrator might mix nationalist favoritisms in his pronouncement.

The Southern Common Market (hereafter: Mercosur) was part of a project of open regionalism initiated in 1985, between Brazil and Argentina, aimed at promoting economic integration and political cooperation between its members. In 1991, its founders and current members: Argentina, Brazil,

1 PÉREZ ATÓN, Romeo. “Solución de controversias en el Mercosur: Diagnóstico y Perspectivas”. Latin American Center of Human Economy. [Own translation].
2 Ibid.
3 ‘International’ is here referred as opposite to ‘Regionalism’, considering the first one, as a non-supranational group of States.
4 Also often referred as ‘sui-generi’ order, especially in the European context.
5 In 1985, Brazil and Argentina signed the "Declaration of Iguazu", which aimed at strengthening the economic and political relations between the two South American countries, which had historically been rivals. The agreement helped to pave the way for greater economic and political cooperation, not only between the two countries, but for all the South American region, by acting as a driving force for regional integration initiatives in Latin America.
Paraguay and Uruguay\textsuperscript{6}, signed the Treaty of Asunción, which created the mentioned regional trade bloc. Three years after that, the free trade agreement moved a step forward to establish the, up to date still incomplete, customs union\textsuperscript{7,8}.

The idea of endowing Mercosur with judicial institutions was an idea that was present since the very beginning of the bloc existence, despite not having been dealt with in its foundational treaty. When the Treaty of Asunción was being negotiated, the intention of creating robust institutional mechanisms for settling disputes and enforcing agreements related to the regional bloc was already present in the minds of those in charge of shaping the project, largely influenced by the European experience. This early vision underscores the bloc's commitment to fostering a rule-based international order and promoting regional integration through effective legal cooperation.

In 1999, Prof. da Cruz Vilaça, former Judge of the European Court of Justice, remarked the importance of a strong jurisdictional institution, holding that:

“The Court of Justice of the European Community, composed of judges from all the member states, but entirely independent, has played a fundamental role in achieving the objectives of the Treaties and in consolidating the European Community as a community based on the rule of law. The Community Courts can be said to have ensured the legality of acts of the institutions, the uniform interpretation and application of the communitarian law in all member states, it also has protected fundamental rights in the Union area and acted as a driving force for integration by reminding member states of the commitments they made when they signed the Treaties and the objectives, they committed to achieve\textsuperscript{9}.”

\textsuperscript{6} While Venezuela was accepted in 2012, it has been suspended since December 2016, due to its persistent violation of the democratic order.

\textsuperscript{7} Despite its aspirations to be a full customs union, Mercosur is widely considered an incomplete customs union because of several reasons. Firstly, the common external tariff has not been fully implemented, with some countries maintaining exceptions for certain goods and sectors. Secondly, there is a lack of coordination among member countries on trade policy, which has led to tensions and disputes between them. Mercosur has faced challenges in achieving deeper economic integration due to differing economic and political interests among its members. For instance, Argentina and Brazil have divergent views on trade liberalization, while Paraguay and Uruguay have different levels of economic development and may not have the same priorities as the larger countries in the bloc.

\textsuperscript{8} On 17 December 1994, the founder members signed the Ouro Preto Protocol establishing Mercosur’s institutional structure and deepening the economic policies set forth in the foundational treaty.

The most conspicuous consequence of the deficiencies of the judicial system under Mercosur, is the extremely low number of claims filed before the judiciary authority of the bloc. The first of which was filed in 2005, long after the establishment of the region’s judiciary organ in 2002, and till the present, the number of total filed claims is still very low; less than 30 cases have been solved by Mercosur’s judicial organ. Consequently, the natural results are the lack of predictability and confidence in the system amongst trade actors, all of which hinders the successful development of the Union's intra- and extra-trade relations.

Awareness of these circumstances has led Mercosur's members to propose changes to make the regime more appealing. In this sense, during the negotiation of the region’s institutional framework that resulted in the Protocol of Ouro Preto, Argentina presented a project proposing for the establishment of a centralized high court, with mandatory jurisdiction and true enforcement power. However, the proposal was not accepted by Brazil, hindering the achievement of consensus in a block in which decisions must be made by absolute unanimity. Till the date, no satisfactory solution has been reached, and discussions have not moved beyond ineffective formulas.

2. THE PRELIMINARY RULING PROCEDURE VS. THE ADVISORY OPINION PROCEDURE

Across the globe, the incorporation of referral mechanisms has developed as a common practice among diverse integration movements. This is done so, with the purpose of unifying the interpretation and application of the rules of the integration system in question, all of what, fosters the progress of international structures made up of diverse participants.

The referral competence of any international court is motivated in certain common objectives, applicable to any integration scheme. Among these objectives are the harmonization and unification of legislation, the willingness of building legal certainty and the establishment of a mechanism for judicial cooperation between the international court in question and the national courts of the Member states. Thus, it is accurate to argue, that the referral tools represents a necessary element of regionalism.

The Preliminary Ruling of the European system (also sometimes referred as Preliminary Reference) and its counterpart, the Advisory Opinion of the Mercosur system, have been chosen as the object of comparison in the present work, due to the leading role played by the former in the regional integration process of its bloc. The ultimate aim is to compare the integration processes of both unions, through the evolution of these two judicial tools.

2.1. Preliminary Ruling of the ECJ

In order to talk about the institute of Preliminary Rulings of the European Union (hereafter: EU), it is essential to mention the institution behind it. The European Court of Justice (hereafter: ECJ) is the highest Court
of the EU, and the highest guarantor of compliance, uniform interpretation and application of the union’s law in all the 27 member states, by preventing national laws from conflicting with EU’s law\textsuperscript{10}. The ECJ has the power to hear cases brought by any national organ of a member state with judicial competence\textsuperscript{11}, and its decisions are binding on all member states\textsuperscript{12}. Unlike any other regional court, when we refer to the European judiciary body, we are talking about a court of justice with a vast background of case law which has been shaping the existence of its bloc.

In line with this last, it is accurate to say that the ECJ is one of the most powerful courts of the world, even compared to other international courts, it is still not possible to find other regional court with such a protagonist role in the integration process of its bloc. This statement is based on the fact that, many of the ECJ’s decisions resulted in paramount legal and institutional changes in the EU\textsuperscript{13}.

Regarding the topic of this section, the preliminary ruling procedure, it is not feasible to talk about the ECJ, without mentioning the crucial role that this referral tool has had in shaping the EU as we know it today. Therefore, it comes to no surprise that, Article 267 TFEU, is often regarded as the “Jewel in the Crown” of the ECJ’s jurisdiction\textsuperscript{14}. It was indeed, through the preliminary ruling that the ECJ developed ground concepts, such as “direct effect” and “supremacy of EU’s laws”. The authors, Mancini and Keeling, describe this very clearly with the following metaphor: “If the doctrines of direct effect and supremacy are, (…), the two pillars of the Community’s legal system, the reference procedure (…) must surely be the keystone in the edifice; without it, the roof would collapse and the two pillars would be left as a desolate ruin, evocative of the temple at Cape Sounion, beautiful but not of much practical

\textsuperscript{10}Information available at the official website of the ECJ: http://curia.europa.eu.
\textsuperscript{11}All bodies with dispute resolution capacity, i.e. with jurisdictional competence, have the legitimacy to refer cases to the ECJ through a request for a preliminary ruling, irrespective of whether the body in question is part of the judiciary of the member state or not. In other words, the preliminary ruling tool is available even for administrative courts. It is important to mention that, individuals and businesses are not allow to request preliminary rulings directly to the ECJ, but they can do so, in an indirect way. This means that they can request to the national court/tribunal, which is dealing with their case, to refer a specific matter that has to do with the interpretation or validity of the EU’s laws and acts to the ECJ. Depending on whether the national court/tribunal is one of last instance or not, the judicial organ concerned might be, or might not be, obliged to refer the matter to the ECJ: las instance organs must refer, while lower instance organs are not compelled to do so.
\textsuperscript{12}Meaning that it is not just binding just for the requesting organ and the state to which it belongs.
\textsuperscript{13}We refer here to changes that occurred although the European Treaties were not explicitly modified.
utility”\textsuperscript{15}.

In the same sense, Voigt and Hornuf stated that: “...is the Preliminary Reference procedure that made the ECJ the powerful court it is today. (...) On its path to power, the court’s preliminary reference procedure played an important role, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Today, a majority of all cases brought to the ECJ draw on this procedure”\textsuperscript{16}.

Since the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty in December 2009, the Preliminary Ruling procedure is regulated in Article 267 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (hereafter: TFEU). The ECJ has further regulated this referral competence in its statute (arts. 23 et seq.), its rules of procedure (arts. 103 et seq.), and also through its own jurisprudence. The material scope of this referral competence is expressly defined in Article 267, which establishes a twofold object for the request of a Preliminary Ruling: on the one hand, the interpretation of both, primary law (meaning the Treaties and Fundamental Rights Charter) and secondary law (meaning the laws adopted by EU institutions); and on the other hand, the determination of the validity of acts adopted by the EU bodies (secondary law).

In other words, this procedure is a tool available for national courts or tribunals to seek clarification and guidance from the ECJ on the interpretation and validity of EU law and the acts of its institutions, bodies, offices and agencies. The ECJ has the monopoly on the interpretation of European law, therefore, if a national court is unsure about how to apply EU law in a particular case, it can/should ask the ECJ for a preliminary ruling. The ECJ will then provide guidance to the national court, without ruling on the particular case\textsuperscript{17}.

Preliminary rulings are binding, that, means, that the national court that has referred the question to the ECJ must adopt the interpretation made by the European court when deciding the particular case. The obligation to follow the ECJ’s ruling is not limited to the referring court, but extends to all national courts and authorities as well as to individuals and private parties of all the EU member states. However, it is important to note that the binding nature of preliminary rulings does not prevent national courts from referring new questions to the ECJ if they arise in similar cases, as this is necessary to ensure the consistent interpretation and application of EU law over time.

The preliminary ruling is the mechanism through which national courts and the ECJ have cooperated with each other for the uniform application of the EU law throughout the bloc’s territory. Moreover, it is also the basis through which these two judicial instances have engaged in discourse to


determinate the appropriate extent of EU law when it conflicts with national legal norms 18.

There is a premise well established in the EU doctrine, which states that "the natural judge of the community law is the national judge". This means that, national judges, within a well-functioning integration process, become community judges in their daily work. This is because their decisions must ensure compliance with the communitarian law, even in cases of contradiction with the domestic law of their country19.

2.2. Advisory Opinion of the Mercosur

The Permanent Tribunal of Revision of Mercosur (hereafter: TPR, according to its Spanish/Portuguese name) is the jurisdictional organ of the bloc. It has been created as a permanent tribunal for the settlement of disputes, by the Protocol of Olivos in 2002, and inaugurated in 2004, with the intention to "guarantee the correct interpretation, application and compliance with the fundamental instruments of the integration process and of the Mercosur's regulatory framework, in a consistent and systematic manner" 20.

The Protocol of Olivos, granted referrals competences to the TPR, in addition to the traditional contentious ones 21. This competence, which allowed the TPR to further contribute to the integration process, is known as the advisory opinion. These opinions consists on substantiated non-binding pronouncement of the TPR on questions regarding the interpretation and application of Mercosur legislation, with the aim of safeguarding its uniform

20 Preamble of the Protocol of Olivos for Dispute Settlement in Mercosur.
21 Mercosur’s chosen methodology for dispute settlement goes from mandatory direct negotiations, to ad hoc or institutionalized arbitration tribunals. The dispute settlement system consists of three phases: the first phase is of a diplomatic nature, it consists of direct negotiations and is a mandatory instance; the second phase is of a political nature and consists of mediation rounds conducted by the Common Market Group (executive body of the bloc). These two phases conform the pre-litigation instance, the purpose of which is to allow the states to solve their disputes before submitting them to arbitration. Once the deadline has expired without a successful solution to the dispute, the states may initiate the third phase, which is the jurisdictional phase. Member states can then choose, by mutual consensus, to solve their dispute through the TPR’s ad hoc arbitral process, through the institutionalized arbitral system of the TPR, or they might even opt for a dispute settlement body outside Mercosur. This means that, even if the dispute concerns a matter relating to Mercosur law, the parties may agree that their dispute will be settled outside the institutional framework of the bloc, i.e. that the TPR does not have exclusive jurisdiction for matters related to Mercosur law (see Article 1 MERCOSUR/CMC/DEC/N°05/22 relative to forum election). In essence, this system consists of a mixed arbitration mechanism, in which an ad hoc methodology coexists with an institutionalized one.
interpretation and application in the territory of the member states. The regulation of advisory opinions was done by the Counsel of the Common Market (hereinafter: CMC), through its Decision 37/03. This regulation was in force for almost 20 years, until it was replaced by the decision 05/22 in July 2022.

The parties entitled to request such opinions from the TPR are: the member states (as a whole), the Mercosur decision-making bodies, the High Courts of Justice of the member states and the Mercosur Parliament. When a request for an advisory opinion has been filed, the TPR must assess its admissibility; once the request has been admitted, the TPR has 65 days to issue a response. This pronouncement will provide guidance to the national court or authority that requested it. However, the requesting party is not bound by the TPR's ruling, thought it would very probably take the opinion into consideration when deciding the case.

In this process, the TPR acts in plenary sessions, being convened each time a request is filed, given that it does not operate on a permanent basis. For the purpose of issuing advisory opinions, the TPR operates through the exchange of remote communications. The expenses generated by the exercise of this referral competence, should be borne by the requesting party, this means that, it could be covered by the regional budget itself (when it is requested by Mercosur institutions) or by the member states’ budget (when it is requested by a national supreme court, or by a member states).

2.3. Comparative analysis between both judicial tools

It is easy to identify, some very clear differences between the two referral institutes in terms of: their binding nature, the legitimacy to request them, their legal basis, their material scope of application, the time frame to deliver a pronouncement and the popularity and real scale of contribution of...
each tool to their respective integrated judicial system.

The binding nature is probably the most notorious difference between the ECJ’s preliminary ruling and the TPR’s advisory opinion. Whereas both allow national courts and other authorities (in the case of Mercosur) to seek guidance from a higher regional court on the interpretation and validity of integrated law and institutional acts, the ECJ’s rulings are binding, while the TPR’s ones are, as the same name says it, just an advice, therefore, not binding upon the requesting party. The decisions of the ECJ have the force of res judicata, meaning they are binding, not only for the particular case for which the Preliminary Ruling has been requested, but also for the rest of countries in the union, which must apply the principles outlined in the ruling each time they are faced with a case of the same characteristics.

The second most important difference is given by the legal nature from which both acting bodies derive their legitimacy. This point might allow us to understand the reason of the previous difference spotted. While the EU institutions have been created upon the rule of supranationalism and the four principles of communitarian law (autonomy, primacy, direct effect, and responsibility of the State), the legal nature of Mercosur’s institutions is intergovernmental. This explains not just the difference in the binding nature between our two judicial tools, but also, in more broader terms, a core distinction between the EU and the Mercosur.

In connection with the above, Dr. José Antonio Moreno Ruffinelli and Dr. João Grandino Rodas, designated arbitrators of the TPR to rule in the first requested advisory opinion (CO 1/2007), have expressed in relation to the purpose of the institute under study that "Advisory opinions, although they are not binding for the national judge, constitute a formidable instrument of harmonization, thus effectively contributing to the aim of supranationality that should be an aspiration of any integration process...". These arbitrators have understood that another purpose of the advisory opinion is to promote a supranational organization through a profound jurisdictional commitment to the interpretative task and the institutional progress of the bloc. We will come back to this later.

As per the legitimacy to request it, the European tool can be requested by all national organs with jurisdictional competences, regardless of whether they are of first, second or last instance; whereas Mercosur’s tool can only be

---

29 Interpretation of primary law (TEU and TFEU Treaties and Fundamental Rights Charter in the case of the EU, and the Asunción Treaty and subsequent Protocols in the case of the Mercosur) and validity of secondary law only (laws adopted by EU/Mercosur institutions).

30 The ECSC, EURATOM, and EEC, the first regional structures in Europe, were all given supranational jurisdiction as soon as they were established.

requested by last instance national courts\textsuperscript{32}. Additionally, and in opposition to the European case, the advisory opinion can be requested by the Mercosur’s three decision-making bodies (the Common Market Council, the Common Market Group and the Trade Commission), by the Mercosur Parliament (known as “Parlasur")\textsuperscript{33}, and by member states acting jointly\textsuperscript{34}. This last requisite, prevents states from making an individual request for an advisory opinion, constituting another example of the intergovernmental dynamic that leads the Mercosur’s integration process. In other words, it will only be possible to access the referral mechanism through the consensus of all member states\textsuperscript{35}, this means that, an agreement (in terms of requesting the advisory opinion and its content) between the executive authorities of each member state is necessary for it to proceed.

This circumstance only confirms the traditional position of Mercosur's member states, which have always shown strong resistance to lose control over Mercosur’s operations, as well as to create independent and supranational institutions, capable of acting autonomously from the national governments\textsuperscript{36}.

Beyond the subjective legitimacy to access the referral mechanisms, it is relevant to mention that, under the European system, the preliminary ruling can be an optional or a mandatory tool. It is optional for all national courts or tribunals, except for those against whose decisions there is no judicial remedy under national law. In this last case, requiring a preliminary ruling, when an EU legislation/acts are concerned in the particular case, is mandatory. Last instance courts, must seek clarification, when this is necessary to deliver a lawful final decision\textsuperscript{37}. On the contrary, the advisory opinion is always an optional tool for all the parties allowed to request it.

In relation to the scope of application of both institutes, their use could be done to refer matters of interpretation of primary law and matters of interpretation, and also validity, of derived law; all of which reaffirms the common purpose analyzed above, oriented to avoid dissimilar interpretations within the integrated area, that may jeopardize the integration process\textsuperscript{38}.

In relation to time limits to deliver a pronouncement, the TPR has a

\textsuperscript{32} This means that, opposite to the preliminary ruling case, under Mercosur’s system, courts whose decisions are not final, are not entitled to request an advisory opinion.

\textsuperscript{33} See MERCOSUR/CMC/DEC. N° 06/22 that regulates the way in which the Parlasur can request advisory opinions.

\textsuperscript{34} See Article 2 of MERCOSUR/CMC/DEC. N° 05/22 and Article 13 of the Constitutive Protocol of the Mercosur Parliament.

\textsuperscript{35} See Article 4 of MERCOSUR/CMC/DEC. N° 05/22.


\textsuperscript{37} Article 267 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.

deadline, established in its regulation, for issuing advisory opinions. Once the admissibility of the request has been approved, the TPR has 65 days to deliver its Opinion\(^\text{39}\). The ECJ does not have any fixed deadline established by explicit regulation, however, in average, decisions are delivered after 12 to 18 months. Nonetheless, it exists an urgent procedure under the ECJ system, regulated in paragraph 4 of Article 267 TFEU, only available for cases when a person’s liberty is at stake.

As per what regards the solicitation process, both blocs had established a quite similar process. In both cases, the requesting subject must submit a written request, following its internal procedures. The written submission must include a description of the case and the matter of law for which a clarification is needed; the request must also explain and support the reasons why the applicant believes that a consultation should be submitted. Once the request has been filed, the ECJ and the TPR, respectively, will decide upon the admissibility of it, based on whether the request for clarification is sufficiently justified, whether the matter of consultation has already been solved in the past, etc. Both institutions may request additional clarifications and documentation from the applicants before deciding upon the admissibility. It must be emphasized that the purpose of these referral competences is not to obtain pronouncements over substantive issues in litigation proceedings, or to interpret domestic law. In both scenarios, the filing of a referral request by a jurisdictional organ, causes the suspension of the main litigation process, till the TPR or the ECJ, as the case may be, delivers its clarifying pronouncement.

Is common for the ECJ to hold hearings to allow the parties to present their arguments in person, whereas this possibility doesn’t exist under the TPR system. The TPR is convened for the sole purpose of issuing the requested advisory opinion, and most of the deliberations are conducted remotely, in opposition to its European counterpart, which conducts its deliberations in person in its premises in Luxemburg. In the case of the ECJ, the judges are magistrates elected for fixed terms of 6 years\(^\text{40}\), with possibility of renewal; they are servants of the EU with a stable appointment.

In terms of the ruling itself, preliminary rulings of the ECJ typically do not contain the individual votes or positions of the judges, while on the contrary, advisory opinions of the TPR contain the arguments and votes of each individual arbitral judge. The ECJ operates on the principle of collegiality, which means that the judges deliberate and reach a collective decision. When delivering judgments, the court provides a single interpretation of EU law without revealing the internal deliberations or attributing individual positions.

\(^{39}\) See MERCOSUR/CMC/DEC. N° 15/10.

\(^{40}\) This term applies for all judges as well as the five AGs coming from countries with a ‘permanent AG’: France, Italy, Spain, Germany, Poland. The remaining six AGs are on a rotating basis, meaning that once the term of six years is up, someone from another country will come.
or votes to individual judges. This approach is intended to emphasize the unity and coherence of EU law and to ensure that the ECJ’s decisions are seen as the court's decision rather than the opinions of individual judges. The focus is on the legal reasoning and the interpretation of EU law rather than the internal dynamics of the court's decision-making process. Despite the differences just spotted, both judicial institutions make their decisions publicly available.

Another point of differentiation worth mentioning is the popularity of these tools in their respective regional blocs. The ECJ has deliver more than 13,000 preliminary rulings since its creation. This illustrates the utility and contribution of this tool in the integration process of its bloc. The opposite is the case in its South American counterpart, which till today, has issued only 3 advisory\(^41\). While the European procedure has shown an increase of its utilization over time, the South American one has experienced a decrease, to the point that no advisory opinion has been filed during the last decade.

Lastly, divergences exist related to the payment of the expenses required for the activation of these referral mechanisms in each regional bloc. In the case of Mercosur, when the request of an advisory opinion is done by the High Courts of Justice of a member state, the costs associated with the issuance of an advisory opinion (expenses and fees of the TPR’s arbitrators) must be borne by the member state to which the requiring Court belongs\(^42\). The economic burden that the referral process entails for member states has a negative impact on the use and promotion of this tool, causing at the end, a detriment against the harmonization progress to which the TPR can extensively contribute through the exercise of its referral competence. In the end, the tribunal’s interpretation benefits the integration process, and not only the body that requested the advisory opinion, which is why this distribution of costs is often considered unfair and disadvantageous to Mercosur's overall progress and advancement.

Dr. Fernandez de Brix, when acting as rapporteur of the first advisory opinion issued by the TPR, stated that, the fact that the referring state is responsible for the payment of the expenses incurred in during the referral process:

"...does not guarantee a mechanism that ensures participation, since this will undoubtedly discourage the advisory opinions (...) article 11 is discriminatory in relation to the form of payment of the consultation, that might vary depending on whether it comes from the Mercosur bodies, the member states or the Supreme Courts of Justice. This violates the nature and

\(^41\) Official information from: <https://www.tprmercosur.org/es/opi_consultivas.htm>
\(^42\) Art. 11 of the CMC Decision 02/07 states the following:

“Expenses derived from the issuance of requested Advisory Opinions by the Superior Courts of Justice such as fees, expenses of transfer, per diems of the members of the Permanent Review Tribunal and other expenses that may derive from its processing will be paid by the State Party to which the requesting High Court of Justice belongs”. [Own translation]
purpose of the advisory opinion, resulting in a clear and categorical violation of the Protocol of Olivos." He then concluded in this respect by saying "it is discriminatory because the advisory opinions have the aim to unify the interpretation and application of the Mercosur’s integration laws; if only the state of the consulting Court pays, it brings a free benefit for the other member states. In other words, the state that makes the effort for the institutional and legal consolidation of Mercosur, pays for all the others.\textsuperscript{43}

Conversely, the preliminary ruling procedure is covered by the EU’s budget, this means that, the requiring national court would not have no pay anything, encouraging the usage of this tool, instead of creating barriers to its access.

At this point, it is necessary to come back to the binding and mandatory nature of the advisory opinions and bring up a current debate around it. Some scholars believe that the interpretations of the TPR, issued in response to a referral request, should be considered binding, meaning that, the body that has referred the consultation, must proceed in accordance with the decision of the highest jurisdictional body of Mercosur, without the possibility of disengaging from it. This position is based on the idea that the TPR is the highest jurisdictional body of Mercosur, and its decisions carry significant weight.

The legal scholars that argue in favor of this approach, base their argument on the fact that the regulation of the Protocol of Olivos for the Settlement of Disputes in the Mercosur (done through the aforementioned CMC Decision 37/03, replaced in 2022 by the CMC Decision 05/22)\textsuperscript{44}, states clearly and categorically in its Art. 12, that advisory opinions issued by the TPR won’t be binding or mandatory\textsuperscript{45}. It is possible to argue here, that this regulation made by the CMC, is an act of derivate/secondary law, that goes against primary law of higher hierarchy. Specifically speaking, this regulation goes against the provisions of the Preamble of the Protocol of Olivos, which

---


\textsuperscript{44} The faculty delegated to the CMC, to regulate the Advisory Opinion’s process, was done by the Protocol of Olivos, through its Art. 3 that states the following: "The Common Market Council may establish mechanisms regarding the request for advisory opinions to the Permanent Court of Review defining its scope and procedures".

\textsuperscript{45} PEROTTI, Alejandro Daniel. “¿Qué está pasando en el otro Mercosur? Hoy, las Opiniones Consultivas.”. Mercosurabc Editorial. Integration Dossier Nº 41. 2007. Available at: <http://www.saij.gob.ar/alejandro-daniel-perotti-que-esta-pasando-otro-mercosur-hoy-opiniones-consultivas-dacft080035-2007-10/123456789-0abc-defg5300-80fcanirtcod?&o=43488&f=Total%7CFecha%7CEstado%20de%20vigencia%7C%7COrganismo%7C%7CAutor%7C%7CJurisdicción%7C%7Ctipo%7C%7CTema%7C%7CTribunal%7C%7Cpublicación%7C%7C%7Ccolección%7C%7Ttipo%20de%20documento/Doctrina&t=9128>
states the following:

"The Argentine Republic, the Federative Republic of Brazil, the Republic of Paraguay and the Oriental Republic of Uruguay, hereinafter referred to as "States Parties";

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT the Treaty of Asuncion, the Protocol of Brasilia and the Protocol of Ouro Preto;

RECOGNIZING

That the evolution of the integration process within the scope of MERCOSUR requires **the improvement of the dispute settlement system**;

CONSIDERING

The need to **guarantee** the correct interpretation, application and compliance with the fundamental instruments of the integration process and the normative set of MERCOSUR, **in a consistent and systematic manner**;

CONVINCED

Of the convenience of making specific modifications to the dispute settlement system in order to **consolidate legal certainty** within the scope of MERCOSUR;

HAVE AGREED as follows: (…) **[highlights belong to the author]**

As can be seen in the extract transcribed herein, member states have recognized here the necessity of fostering the evolution of the integration process in Mercosur, and the consequent urge to improve the bloc’s dispute settlement mechanisms, together with the imperative need to guarantee a uniform interpretation and application of the integration laws in order to provide the integration process with the necessary legal certainty.

Consequently, it is possible to conclude that the CMC, when regulating this procedure, should have taken into account the objectives of the member states, expressed in the primary law of the bloc. Making the advisory opinions binding and obligatory would have contributed to achieve the uniform application of Mercosur’s laws, and make the bloc meet its goals. Therefore, it is possible to ask ourselves, with good reasons, whether Art. 12 would not be contradictory to the objectives of the referral tool, as stated in the Protocol it regulates (primary law) of the bloc.

In this sense, the doctrine that adheres to this position, believes that the advisory opinions should be deemed binding and mandatory by the requesting party, ignoring the opposite nature that was established by the regulation of the CMC.

However, it should be kept in mind that, if the reader were to opt for

---

this interpretation, in the sense of the binding and obligatory nature of the advisory opinions, other peripheral issues might arise. The enforceability of these pronouncements should also be contemplated, for the case a member state decides not to comply with it; the binding nature would not play much of a role without a coercive mechanism in place. Currently, the questions regarding what legal mechanisms are available to enforce the decisions of the TPR, and whether the TPR should have the power to issue sanctions or take other measures to ensure compliance, are topics that have not yet been dealt with. All these unresolved matters constitute a significant obstacle in favor of this posture.

Accordingly, although some may be in favor of this interpretative position, given the current state of the situation: a lack of clear and consistent regulations and a lack of coercive mechanisms in the case of possible non-compliance (due to the intergovernmental nature that characterizes the Mercosur process), it is difficult to believe that the application of this interpretation would lead to satisfactory results.

On the contrary, the EU, given its supranational structure, has a system of coercive measures in place to ensure compliance with preliminary rulings issued by the ECJ. When a member state is found to be in breach, the ECJ issues a warning, requiring the state in question to take certain actions to comply with the ruling in a given period of time. If the member state, still fails to comply with the ruling, the EU can use a number of coercive measures to ensure compliance.

These measures consist of suspending certain benefits or rights of the member state, such as voting rights or access to EU funding, or taking legal action against the member state concerned, in order to ensure compliance with the preliminary ruling.

Mercosur does not have the same coercive measures as the EU to enforce compliance with its rulings. The South American system is designed to address disputes and non-compliance through negotiation, consultation, and dispute settlement mechanisms, rather than through coercive measures. The enforcement of any ruling coming from a Mercosur authority, ultimately falls on the member states themselves, and there is no specific mechanism for imposing penalties or other coercive measures on a non-compliant member state.

Given this context, political and economic pressure among countries can play an important role in dissuading non-complying members from continuing their behavior of breach. However, it is worth noting that this mechanism is not only used in justified cases of breach, but is also often used in an abusive manner by powerful countries to get others to do or not to do a certain action, depending on the interests of the powerful country exerting the political/economic pressure. Therefore, this technique often leads to
unfair results and undermines the principle of equality among member states, which is one of the essential pillars over which an integration process should be built. This situation has occurred on many occasions in the framework of Mercosur, where the larger countries, especially Brazil, have taken advantage of their favorable position to breach Mercosur rules without suffering any consequences, or to easily manipulate the actions of other countries of the bloc in their favor⁴⁷.

3. POLITICAL, HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT UNDERLYING THE MERCOSUR’S DESPAIR EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS – COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS VIS-À-VIS THE EU.

In this section we will examine how the evolution of a regional integration process is reflected in its institutions. In the analysis of regional integration processes regional institutions have an important position both as by-products of integration and as agents of integration⁴⁸, whose role and actions affect the whole process.

Regions can be defined as groups of contiguous territories linked by a degree of interdependence with possibility of cooperation. In this sense, 'regional integration' is commonly defined in a broad way as: institutionalized cross-border cooperation⁴⁹.

Last years have shown asymmetric developments of different regional blocs, causing uncertainty about a positive future of many integration processes. However, the regionalist trend is growing, with countries around the world seeking to form economic, social and cultural blocs. This tendency is reasonable, given the benefits it entails: countries can grow stronger by working together on political and economic fronts, and build mutually beneficial relationships that promote peace, stability, and prosperity for them all.

After 32 years from its creation, Mercosur, being the fifth biggest economy of the world, has shown itself as an actor with the potential to have a leading role in international trade relations, if set-up in the right way. For certain unique features, Mercosur is sometimes considered as the world’s

⁴⁷ An example of this, can be when in 1992, Argentina applied a series of protectionist measures and imposed anti-dumping duties and an import tax against imports from Brazil. Brazil regarded these measures as being incompatible with Mercosur´s law, so it used its economic power, to encourage Argentina’s commitment to the bloc, by buying oil and larger amounts of wheat from Argentina. Another more recent example could be the agreement between Uruguay and China, an agreement contrary to Mercosur law. In view of this action, Argentina and Brazil have taken economic measures against Uruguay.


second most integrated multilateral regional group after the EU.\(^50\)

As Professor Mukhametdinov, specialist in comparative regional studies, believes, there are several grounds for a valid comparison of Mercosur with the EU. Both blocs have expressed commitment to a common market and have undertaken measures for its implementation. Also, both have acquired international personality with the ability to participate in international agreements. On the surface, the two blocs appear to have parallel institutional systems\(^51\): every major EU institution has an analogue in Mercosur\(^52\). In terms of the economic process, both blocs confirm the traditional sequence of economic integration, that goes from a free trade agreement to a customs union and finally to a common market\(^53\). However, Mercosur never reached this last stage, getting stuck halfway from achieving the custom union.

Regarding the most notable differences, we can mention the following:

- Mercosur is a more recent process than the EU; it was founded in 1991 while the EEC has operated since 1957.
- Mercosur has fewer Member states, 4 versus 27 in the EU.
- There are 24 official languages in the EU and only 3 in Mercosur, entailing a great difference in the degree of cultural diversity between the two blocs. When it comes to working languages, the Mercosur has 2 (Spanish and Portuguese) and the EU has 3 (English, French and German)\(^54\).
- In connection to the previous point, Mercosur is much more culturally homogenous, while the EU encompasses a much broader cultural diversity.
- The degree of commercial interdependence within the EU is 10 to

---


51 Among the most important institutions only the European Central Bank will not find its match in the Mercosour institutional structure because the Southern bloc has not consolidated itself as a monetary union.

52 In addition, the unions have chosen similar patterns for the location of their institutions. Their main headquarters are placed in the capitals of the smaller Member states (Brussels and Montevideo) as a compromise among the bigger states and a symbolic recognition of the importance of the small countries. The dispute settlement organs are located out of the main headquarters, in different capitals (Luxembourg and Asunción) to avoid influence and pressures over the courts and tribunals exercised by the other powers and any kind of lobby.

53 Ibid.

54 As far as the Brussels and Strasbourg institutions are concerned (Commission, Parliament and Council), English, French and German are the 3 working languages. The ECJ has 1 working language: French.
The EU has been successful in the facilitation of intra-regional economic exchange through the establishment of a single currency among the majority of its members.

- Differences in the geopolitical motivations for the creation of the two blocs can also be spotted. These are most prominently characterized by the different nature and impact of the US policy in relation to the two regions, and by consequences of World War 2 in Europe and the lack of a security dilemma in the Southern Cone prior to the formation of the blocs.

As we can see in the charts below, Mercosur’s basic indicators differ substantially from those of the EU. This will help the reader to be better contextualized, and consequently better understand what is here described.

The information source for the elaboration of these charts has been obtained from: The World Factbook. www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook. Accessed on the 15th of March 2023.

As stressed before, the legal nature of the intra-members’ relations in the Southern cone differs from the European one. Mercosur’s strictly intergovernmental dynamic has often been held accountable for the slow pace of integration, including the failure to achieve a common market. All
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56 Ibid.
decisions require consensus among the member states, this means that, Mercosur is restricted to advance only those measures of integration that have been agreed upon by all member states. Mercosur’s decision-making institutions consist of representatives of the member states’ governments; the decision-making institutions do not operate on a permanent basis, but meet periodically and produce decisions through intergovernmental mechanisms that always require unanimity. On the contrary, EU’s institutions operate on a permanent basis and take decision under a supranational mechanism by consensus, absolute majority or qualified majority depending on the matter.

This is explained by the political trend that prevails not only in South America, but in all Latin America. Presidentialism has often been associated with instability, corruption, and authoritarianism. This is because it often leads to a concentration of power in the figure of the president, causing a lack of checks and balances, and a tendency towards authoritarianism. Additionally, presidentialism often involves a winner-takes-all system, which can exacerbate political polarization and prevent the emergence of a robust opposition. It does not involve bargaining among several players since one of them, the president, overrules all others, be they cabinet ministers, congressional majorities, the diplomatic corps, or regional institutions. For all these, many presidents in the region have been accused of abusing their power and suppressing political opposition.

Another relevant characteristic of presidentialism in Latin America is the tendency towards a "personalistic" style of leadership. Presidents in the region often cultivate a cult of personality around themselves, which often translates into a lack of institutionalization and an overreliance on individual leaders rather than democratic institutions. The external politics of these countries change substantially from one president to the other, creating great instability and difficulties in any long-term commitment, such as the one these countries have assumed when creating Mercosur. It is not surprising, therefore, that Mercosur, after 32 years of existence, has not yet managed to overcome its intergovernmental structure.

Member states have repeatedly violated their obligations towards their Union, not only due to the difficulties in implementing solid long-term international policies, for the reasons mentioned above, but also possibly motivated by a lack of consequences and a loss of faith in their bloc.

Firstly, Mercosur’s integration was driven by political objectives shared between Argentina and Brazil, aimed to improve their relationship

through regional integration in order to ensure security and democracy in South America after rather tense relations between both countries during the 1970s. Secondly, Mercosur was part of a new economic development strategy of its members, to increasingly open their markets to the world. The project was successful throughout the early 90s, years in which Mercosur grew at an accelerated rate. Intraregional and extra-regional trade and investment increased so that regional integration was a win-win situation for all members. Between 1991 and 1998 intra-regional trade quadrupled, and the bloc’s extra-regional trade duplicated. But at the end of the decade, after several economic crisis and political instability in the region, the Union’s evolution pace started to slow down, and unresolved differences between member states raised doubts about the future viability of the Union. As Professor Malamud says, the group "entered a pattern of cyclical crises and rebounds that have defined it".

It may come as a surprise that Mercosur’s integration is moving slower than expected, especially given certain attributes of the South American case, in comparison with the EU. For instance, there are fewer cultural obstacles, fewer member states, what means, fewer participants with whom to negotiate for decision making, and the more globalized economy at the time of Mercosur’s creation, than in the years of the European Community formation.

Heavy economic imbalances and reliance on extra-regional economic relations caused Mercosur to become increasingly fragmented, which culminated in bilateral agreements, between Mercosur Member State and a third country, in flagrant violation of the Union’s rules and the compromises assumed. This is the case of the bilateral economic alliances between Uruguay and China and Brazil and the EU.

Many authors explain Mercosur’s slow development on the series of never-ending economic crises that keep affecting its underdeveloped countries, and the lack of political will, especially from the side of Brazil, to pay the costs of genuine integration.

3.1. Asymmetry of power among Mercosur members - Internal dynamics

Mercosur’s failures are increasingly perceived as a consequence of its institutional fragility and the serious macroeconomic asymmetry between Brazil and the rest of the countries in the bloc. Brazil is by far the region’s most important country in economic and political terms, Argentina, Paraguay, and

Uruguay are far behind. The Brazilian ambiguous position towards the South American Common Market, is worth noting.

Brazil is the central power of the region, not just base on its economic dominance, but also other indicators, such as territory and population, point to Brazil’s central position in Mercosur. Today, Brazil’s population accounts for the 72% per cent of the region’s total population and the country contributes to the 74% per cent to Union’s gross domestic product (GDP). Brazil’s geographical area is more than twice that of Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay together. At the same time, Brazil is the one-member state of Mercosur for which extra-regional economic relations are most important. Most of Brazil’s exports are addressed to the EU and the United States of America, its regional neighbours come far behind this two. Given Brazil’s dominance in South America, its behaviour was decisive for regional cooperation within Mercosur.

Brazil’s motivations towards the Mercosur had been very volatile, throughout Mercosur’s history. The behaviour of the region biggest economy towards the bloc, shifted from cooperation during the 1990s to noncollaboration and even violation of Mercosur’s laws. During the early 1990s, Brazil actively pushed cooperation and led the establishment of the Union, seeking to increase its global presence, boost its international bargaining power, access extra-regional markets and attract investment. For the smaller member states, Paraguay and Uruguay, Mercosur was a vehicle to teamed up with their bigger neighbours in order to make their tiny markets visible on the global market. The smaller Member states and Brazil differed over the actual form of Mercosur’s institutional setup. The first ones favored supranational institutions and the delegation of competencies to decision-making bodies, while the second one, preferred Mercosur to be a union of nations, where decisions had to be taken by consensus. In the end, the institutional structure adopted was in line with Brazil’s position. All decision-making institutions operate under an intergovernmental dynamic and decide by unanimity.

The early 1990s were a big success for Mercosur, generating a large intra-regional market and attracting extra-regional investments and trade. However, years of growth ended with global crises that hit the region. This last led to a competition among the bloc’s Member states, for declining extra-regional investment. In 1999, in a sort of "every man for himself", Brazil
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64 Information available at: <https://www.mercosur.int/en/>.
decided, unilaterally, to devaluated its currency, in order to get a competitive advantage in comparison to its smaller neighbours. Brazil did nothing to inform the other countries of the bloc, and rejected any type of monetary coordination. Consequently, Brazil’s economy recover quickly, improving its international economic competitiveness at the cost of its neighbours. Unable to compete with its bigger neighbor, Argentina entered a deep recession that resulted in one of the history’s largest defaults, while Brazil’s economy recovered quickly. This caused increasing tensions among the Member states, what resulted in fragmentation and stagnation of regional integration in Mercosur, which thus far, has not yet regained the dynamic it had during the 1990s.

Due to this deadlock, Brazil started looking for international cooperation outside of the regional organization, by pushing the establishment of UNASUR 67, which, though not incompatible with Mercosur, nevertheless indicated a loss of faith in the Mercosur project. Even more critically, Brazil put the bloc’s extra-regional trade negotiations with the EU temporarily on pause, and in the meanwhile, launched its own bilateral partnership with the EU, what is in clear violation of Mercosur’s laws. However, it should be acknowledged that the interest in regional cooperation also declined in Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay due to a lack of confidence and positive vision towards the integration process.

In the end, although historically Brazil has been very much against the Bolivarian dream of uniting the South American continent, today it has become an essential and indispensable actor in any integration project 68. Brazil’s priority has always been trade, while interregional institutions have only limited interest for the South American power. Cooperation may be relevant for the smaller Mercosur members. Brazil’s strategy in the negotiations has been offensive in the economic dimension and defensive in the political dimension 69.

---

67 UNASUR stands for Union of South American Nations. It is an intergovernmental organization created to promote integration and cooperation among the South American countries. UNASUR was established in 2008 in Brasilia, Brazil, and its headquarters are located in Quito, Ecuador. The organization’s main objectives are to strengthen political dialogue among its member states, promote economic and social development, and enhance regional integration. UNASUR seeks to promote South American identity and unity and to foster cooperation in areas such as energy, infrastructure, education, culture, and social development. The member countries of UNASUR are Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Uruguay, and Venezuela. However, in 2018, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Paraguay, and Peru suspended their membership in UNASUR due to disagreements over the organization’s leadership and management. As of 2023, UNASUR remains inactive. UNASUR and Mercosur are both intergovernmental organizations that aim to promote regional integration and cooperation among South American countries, but they have some key differences in their objectives, membership, and scope.


4. CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary reference procedure has been and, without doubt, will continue to be an important instrument of European integration. Unfortunately, we cannot say the same of its South American par. As Mercosur continues to evolve and face new challenges, the need for clarity and guidance on legal matters will only increase, making advisory opinions a valuable tool for resolving disputes and promoting legal certainty in the region.

Although created under the influence of the successful European case, and intended to achieve similar results, Mercosur’s advisory opinion has yet not achieved the aims of its creation. This issue is not an isolated case, but rather part of a set of fundamental weaknesses in the Mercosur system that had existed since the block's foundation, and which have not been remedied over time.

Despite their differences, both the ECJ and TPR have played a role, to different extents, in strengthening the rule of law and promoting legal certainty within their respective legal systems. As regional integration and cooperation continue to evolve, it is important to consider the experiences of these two institutions to identify best practices and opportunities for further collaboration in the pursuit of a more harmonized and effective legal order.

It is essential for economic integration processes, that the rules governing them are interpreted uniformly in all different national jurisdictions. This way, the laws applicable to situations arising from the integration process produce the same effect in all the bloc’s territory. Achieving a uniform interpretation, through a binding system of advisory opinions, would ensure that Mercosur regulations have the same scope and application in all Member states.

The reduced operability of Mercosur's judicial system, when compared to the European model, shows that institutional weakness is not just an abstract concern, it is a problem that requires political will, and a real commitment of its member states. The issue has to be put on the political agendas of the member states and dealt with the preeminence it requires, if the Mercosur project is to move forward feasibly.

A common market can hardly become a reality if economic actors and citizens are not allowed to protect their interests. When the integration process still weak and does not yet have the necessary civil legitimacy, the role of the judiciary system results significantly important to accelerate the integration process and consolidate legal certainty in order to gain the necessary confidence of the civilian population in the process. When the EC political process was paralyzed, in the 1960s and 1970s, ‘Judicial activism’ of the ECJ served as the driving force to European integration. Without it, the
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integration efforts would not have been as profound and sustainable.

Despite parallel institutional framework between Mercosur and the EU, there is a significant variation between the forms of regional institutions and the ways they operate. The lack of supranational prerogatives restricts the autonomy of the bloc and the ability of decision-making bodies to act as an impartial intermediary among the Member states, that would place the common interest of the integrated area above interests of its members. The TPR’s failure to become the absolute superior authority of Mercosur law, the whole system lacks the centralization that is crucial for the legal certainty that any legal community requires. Therefore, the TPR is just a compromise between the desire for a firmer legal system and forces resisting supranationality.

Mercosur’s weaknesses are increasingly perceived as a consequence of its institutional fragility and the serious macroeconomic asymmetry between Brazil and the rest of the countries conforming the bloc. Many of the causes of the slow pace of Mercosur’s evolution are due to structural, internal issues, which are complex to change in the short term. Nevertheless, in the area of dispute settlement, we can suggest certain changes in order to build a strong judicial authority, with real power, that collaborates in achieving the legislative harmonization of the bloc, and is capable of being a true agent of integration. For instance:

1. Make the advisory opinion an effective and useful tool, by broadening the legitimacy to request it, bearing the costs of the procedure through the Mercosur’s budget and rethink the legal effects of the Advisory Opinions in order to make it obligatory and binding, through clear and coherent rules. The final purpose of the Advisory Opinion is to guarantee the uniform application of Mercosur law; therefore, it can be said that, there is no reason for keeping this ruling as not-binding.

2. Strengthen the conflict settlement system by making the TPR a permanent and stable jurisdictional court; appointing a permanent number of independent judges who, through their rulings, will gradually generate jurisprudence on regional integration matters.

3. To move towards a supranational dynamic, for which the Member states must gradually, but effectively, delegate sovereign powers and competencies to the institutions of the Mercosur bloc. In this way, Mercosur would count with an effective system of coercion to correct possible deviations of the Member states in complying with their obligations to the bloc.

The success of any regional integration project requires a well-designed institutional framework that is capable of ensuring the fair representation of its member states, promoting cooperation, and guaranteeing effective decision-making processes. However, despite its potential, Mercosur has
been facing numerous challenges and limitations that have hindered its progress and effectiveness as a regional organization.

Concentration of power has made it difficult for Mercosur to achieve the necessary levels of consensus and cooperation required for effective decision-making and implementation of regional policies. The lack of effective checks and balances has created an environment where leaders can prioritize their individual interests over the common good of the region. This has led to instances where Mercosur member states have failed to meet their obligations under the treaty or have pursued their own economic and political agendas at the expense of other members.

In addition, the presidentialism model has resulted in a significant power imbalance between the larger and smaller member states, with the former often dominating decision-making processes and leaving the latter with little to no influence. This has led to increased tension and mistrust between member states, further undermining the integration process.

In contrast, more successful regional integration projects such as the EU have adopted a more balanced and democratic model of governance, where power is shared among different political actors, and decision-making is guided by the principles of transparency, accountability, and cooperation. This has allowed the EU to overcome national interests and achieve a high level of integration and cooperation between its member states.

Redesigning the tools of Mercosur law, putting them into practice, subjecting them to a careful but creative use, can invigorate legal aspects that need to be reviewed in order to strengthen the southern bloc and take it to a new step in its development.
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